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Model Number: A9000

Mytee A9000 Heat Exchanger Muffler Pair with Hoses

Manufacturer: Mytee Products Inc

Mytee A9000 Heat exchanger and Muffler Free heat - does not plug in and reduces
the noise of your Mytee Speedster, LTD, and Escape carpet cleaning machine. 

 
Attaches to any booster or carpet cleaning machine that use the female Cuff Lynx
connectors.  Reduces the noise and provides up to 10 degrees F. water temperature
rise (5 degrees each box) up to 120 degree F (parallel) and 140 degrees (series
mount).   Please note because the Mytee Escape is a 2 series pair vacuum
configuration these will work better.  The heat from the first vacuum motor boost the
temperature of the air on the second vacuum motor. 
No tools need for installation.   Noise level on Mytee LTD5 went from 92.9 to 89.2 dB
with the A9000 heat exchangers/muffler. A reduction of 3.7 dB.  A reduction of 3 dB is
half as damaging to the human ear.  Compare to video and notes at bottom of this
web page. 

Each heater has 12.5 ft of 1/4" 700 psi rated copper tubing. Out bound air on most
Mytee extractors is 120 degrees F. on machine that use parallel vacuum configuration
and 140 degrees on series configuration. 

Includes: 
42" Long 3000 psi connection hose with QD's and 90's 
12" Long 3000 psi connection hose with QD's and 90's 
Two Mytee Muffler / Heat Exchangers.

Question:  Can the water temperature ever go over 120 degrees F?  
Answer:  Only if you use series vacuum motors.  The air coming out of parallel mount
is 120 while series vacuum motors can be up to 140, 160 and even 180 degrees
depending the the brand of vacuum motors. 

Question:  If I quit cleaning for a while can I over roast the water?
Answer:  No, these are not that hot.  On average the coil is only going to boost the
water 5 degrees per side or 10 degrees total. 

Question:  If I place water that is 120 /140 degree's F in the machine will the heaters
work at all?
Answer:  No, 120 /140 degrees is max rating on these heaters since it is based on the
outbound air temperature. 
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On video below the Mytee LTD5 at 10 ft went from 92.9 dB to 89.4 dB with Mytee
A949 mufflers.
A 3.5 decibel (dB) reduction. 

PSI Range: 50 - 500psi
Power Source: 3 or 4 prong dryer outlet
Cord: 33ft
Weight: 39 Pounds
Insulation: 500F&deg; / 1000PSI
Dimensions: 24in X 9.75in X 10.75in

Now portable extractors have the power to clean tile and grout. What your portable
can't do with pressure, it will make up in heat! A full 6000 watts of heat inside an
insulated stainless steel heating system. - top mounted- 4 each- 20 amp circuit
breaker system, insulated quick disconnect, 4 LED lights come on as each of the
(4)1500 watt heating elements cycle on to maintan the temprature, covered on-off
switch. Heater and cord store inside a sturdy, light weight, durable, rust free aluminum
housing. 

12 thermostat controls. For the price of buying 3 separate 2000 watt heaters, get the
power of 5. The heat of propane, without the dangers. Turn your extractor into a
steam cleaner today. Manufacturer's one year parts warranty. 
    
 
 
  
 
--> "A change in power by a factor of 10 is a 10 dB change in level. A change in
power by a factor of two is approximately a 3 dB change" -Wikipedia.org
In other words a reduction of 3 dB is half as damaging to the human ears. 

Optional

    
        
             
             Mytee H124 Hose Cuff-Lynx Vacuum Hose Starter: 2" Female Links X 2"
Male Thread 
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             Clean Storm Truck Mount Vacuum Hose Connector 2" Barbed X 2" Fip
Straight 
             
        
    

 

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 24 November, 2004
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